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You MUST know them:

The BEST AI extensions

Fasten your seat belts and Let’s Get Started
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Fireflies.ai

Fireflies.ai is a cutting-edge platform driven by AI that transforms how we gather and apply meeting 

insights. It makes use of cutting-edge AI technology to instantly record, compile, and analyse meetings, 

boosting productivity and teamwork.

INTRODUCTION

 Smart Summing Up

 Integration Skills

 Insights and Analytics

CHARACTERISTICS

 Teams are empowered by Fireflies.ai's real-time meeting insights, which promote cooperation and

boost productivity.

 With Fireflies.ai, you can have productive, data-driven meetings and change the way you work.

CONCLUSION

 Saves time, 

 Boosts output, and 

 Improves comprehension 

BENEFITS

 Real-time transcription.

 Adaptive Search
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Scribe.how - Simplifying Transcription Services

An unique transcription tool called 

Scribe.how is revolutionising the way 

we convert audio to text.

INTRODUCTION

 Auto-Transcription

 Strong Editor

 Speaker and Timestamp Identification

CHARACTERISTICS

 Create a free account on the website Scribe.how.

 Upload the audio or video files you want to have transcribed.

 Use the editor's user-friendly interface to review and change the transcript.

 As required, download or distribute the transcriptions.

STEPS TO ACCESS 

Saves time Accurate output, and Economical

BENEFITS

 Formatting Options

 Secure and Private
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WiseOne- Empowering Decision-Makers with 

AI Insights

WiseOne is a cutting-edge AI platform that integrates cutting-edge machine learning algorithms with data 

analytics to produce insightful information and allow data-driven decision-making.

INTRODUCTION

 Improved Decision-Making, 

 Productivity and Efficiency, 

CHARACTERISTICS

 It is an AI-powered browser plugin created to improve online reading and getting reliable information.

The addon can quickly summarise and fact-check information on over 80,000 websites. It can also

clarify complicated ideas. User privacy is protected by Wiseone.

STEPS TO ACCESS 

 Visualisation; 

 Data Integration; 

 AI Analysis

BENEFITS

 Competitive Advantage, 

 Used in Finance, Healthcare, 

and Marketing
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Monica.im - The Personal CRM

An open-source Personal Relationship Management (PRM) tool is Monica.im. It makes it easier for you 

to keep track of interactions with loved ones, friends, and acquaintances. Centralise the management of 

contacts, discussions, and private notes

INTRODUCTION

 Contact Administration

 Conversations

 Reminders & Notes

CHARACTERISTICS

 Text selection is processed with one click

 Directions may be processed anywhere.

 Create copywriting with ease

CONCLUSION

 The Rewards of Shared Access improved relationships, 

effective communication, privacy and control, and open-

source are all benefits.

BENEFITS
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Compose.ai

Compose.ai is a cutting-edge AI-powered writing tool that improves authors' efficiency and creativity. 

Writing Assistant with AI-Powered Content Creation For developers and programmers

INTRODUCTION

 Writing Assistant

 Auto-completion, 

 Language translation, and code 

writing assistance are crucial 

tools

CHARACTERISTICS

 Compose.ai equips authors with AI-driven tools to improve their writing and speed up the

production of high-quality material.

CONCLUSION

 By simplifying the writing process, time and effort are saved.

 Aids consumers in keeping their material consistent and clear.

 Encourages confidence and creativity by offering constructive 

criticism.

 Appropriate for a variety of businesses, including software 

development, marketing, and content creation.

BENEFITS
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